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Wolverine: Old Man Logan Volume 0:
Warzones
Dans un monde futuriste, dévasté par les pires criminels, les
Etats-Unis ne sont plus ce qu'ils étaient. Suite à la victoire
des super-vilains les frontières ont été redéfinies de manière
aberrante et la population dépérit, abandonnée par ses nouveaux
dirigeants diaboliques. Quand le concept même de héros n'est
plus qu'un vieux souvenir oublié, comme l'espoir et la dignité,
qu'adviendra-t-il de l'humanité ? La plus grande aventure de
Wolverine de tous les temps ! Dans le désert de Californie, une
terre désolée contrôlée par le funeste gang de Hulk, Wolverine
rêve de vivre en paix auprès de sa femme et de ses enfants. loin
de son existence violente passée au sein des X-Men, Logan
n'aspire désormais qu'à une chose une paisible vie de famille...
Découvrez dans ce volume le surprenant récit Old Man Logan qui
regroupe les épisodes Wolverine66 à 72 et Wolverine : Giant-Size
Old Man Logan1 de Mark Millar et Steve McNiven.
Collects Ultimate Fantastic Four #21-23 And #30-32, Marvel
Zombies #1-5, Marvel Zombies: Dead Days, Black Panther (2005)
#28-30 and material from Marvel Spotlight: Marvel Zombies/Mystic
Arcana. The gory, horrifying breakout hit is back! On an Earth
shockingly similar to the Marvel Universe, an alien virus has
mutated the world’s greatest super heroes — into flesh-eating
monsters! What happens when they run out of humans to eat? When
the Ultimate Universe’s young Reed Richards unknowingly makes
contact with the Zombie-verse, he’ll find out the hard way!
Then: When the Silver Surfer arrives, the world-devourer
Galactus is never far behind. But the Marvel Zombies might just
be a match for his all-consuming hunger! Plus: The Marvel
Universe’s New Fantastic Four just crash-landed in the Zombieverse! If they can’t escape, they’ll be the next hors d’oeuvre
for…Zombie Skrulls?!
A failure from the past haunts Logan - and to correct his
mistakes, he'll need magical assistance! But when he faces
opposition, the man who was once Wolverine will turn to an
unlikely - and potentially treacherous - ally! Will an encounter
with the young Spider-Man, Miles Morales, convince Logan to
alter his path? Or will a time-torn trip through his past lives
- from his youth in the 1800s to his first encounter with the
Hulk and beyond - derail Logan's mission completely? One minute
he's Patch, stalking the streets of Madripoor, and the next he's
reliving his glory days in the X-Men. Spiraling through his own
living memories, and forced to relive moments both poignant and
painful, will Logan be tempted to try to put right what once
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went wrong? Collecting OLD MAN LOGAN (2016) #19-24.
Collects Old Man Logan (2016) #31-35. Old Man Logan, the man who
once was Wolverine, must face off against a foe like no other:
the vicious ninjas of the Hand! Logan’s past comes back to haunt
him when a former love drags him into battle with the deadly
ninja clan, who have bolstered their forces like never before.
And just when he thought things couldn’t possibly get any worse,
Logan encounters the mysterious Scarlet Samurai! She’s willing
to do anything to put an end to Logan once and for all — and she
just might have the power. Does Old Man Logan have enough grit
left in him to fight his way past ninja after ninja, discover
the Samurai’s true identity and take down the Hand for good?
Dead Man Logan Vol. 2
Spider-Man By Todd Mcfarlane
Old Man Hawkeye: The Complete Collection
Old Man Quill Vol. 1
Wolverine: Old Man Logan
Old Man Logan Vol. 3 - The Last Ronin
Fifty years from now, Logan - the man who no longer calls himself
Wolverine - will have endured many atrocities: The Marvel Universe's
villains will have banded together and rid the world of its heroes.
Logan's closest friend, Hawkeye, will have been murdered in cold
blood right before his eyes. And driven mad by the same radiation
that gave him his superhuman strength, Bruce Banner will have
fathered a family of hillbilly Hulks...that eventually went on to
slaughter Logan's wife and two children. But now, in the present, Old
Man Logan wakes up to discover himself in a world before these
atrocities, before the Wasteland. And he's going to seize this
opportunity and change history to ensure that his future never comes
to pass...COLLECTING:ÿOLD MAN LOGAN #1-6.
Jubilee is missing! And to find her, Logan will have to team up with
a supernatural super-team - the Howling Commandos! But as a monster
war begins, will the old man who was Wolverine be prepared for what
this investigation will uncover? Follow Logan to Romania and discover
Dracula's dastardly plot that endangers the whole world! The stakes
are high, but with Jubilee's (undead) life in the balance, can the
Commandos trust Logan to make the tough calls? COLLECTING: OLD MAN
LOGAN 14-19
Collecting Old Man Logan (2016) #36-40. New Yorks new mayor, Wilson
Fisk, has banned vigilantes from the Big Apple! But Logan may have
information that can take down the Kingpin! Fisk wont surrender
without a fight, though. Now that hes acquired political power,
hell do anything to hang on to it! Which means that even as Logan
hunts down the Kingpins biographer hoping to get dirt on the big
man, he himself is being targeted by Bullseye! Prepare for a
knockdown, drag-out fight in the classic Marvel manner, pitting the
best there is against the man who never misses in a bloody battle
across Manhattan! Plus: As a wounded Logan returns to the X-Men, an
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old pupil asks for help. And when the Xavier Institute comes under
attack, its all Glob Hermans fault!
Old Man Logan is dying. His healing factor is depleted, and his
search for a cure has led to nothing but dead ends. Can Logan take
his last breath in peace? Not if Mysterio has anything to say about
it! The villain means to set in motion the massacre of the X-Men that
kicked off Old Man Logan's apocalyptic future timeline. But is
someone pulling Mysterio's strings? The master of illusion's new
benefactors will surprise you! During the time Logan spent in the
Marvel Universe, the future world he left behind unraveled even
further. Now that he has returned home, prepare for one of the most
savage rivalries in comics to be renewed in bloody fashion! The end
draws near, but Logan still has unfi nished business to take care of!
COLLECTING: DEAD MAN LOGAN (2018) 1-12
Old Monsters
Old Man Logan Vol. 7 - Scarlet Samurai
An Eye For An Eye
Sins Of The Father
Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 9
Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 4

MARK MILLAR and STEVE MCNIVEN--the creators behind the
monumental CIVIL WAR--bring us the most important WOLVERINE
story of the 21st century. Nobody knows what happened on the
night the heroes fell. All we know is that they disappeared
and evil triumphed and the bad guys have been calling the
shots ever since. What happened to Wolverine is the biggest
mystery of all. For 50 years, no one has heard hide nor hair
from him...and in his place stands an old man called Logan.
A man concerned only about his family. A man pushed to the
brink by the HULK GANG. A man forced to help an old
friend--the blind archer, HAWKEYE--drive three thousand
miles to secure his family's safety. Get ready for the ride
of your life, Logan. Wolverine (2003) #66-72 & Wolverine:
Old Man Logan Giant-Size.
Return to the wastelands of the dystopian classic OLD MAN
LOGAN in a story set five years before the original epic!
The super heroes have fallen. The villains have divided up
the country. Yet Clint Barton still lives! The former
Hawkeye is going blind, but there's one last thing he wants
to see: revenge for his fallen comrades-in-arms. And he's
setting what sights he has left on some fearsome foes including Bullseye, the Red Skull, the Winter Soldier and
the multiplying menace of the Madrox Venoms! Plus, Clint
finally faces the Thunderbolts who betrayed him - and
reunites with Kate Bishop! Moonstone, Baron Zemo and the
Weapon X facility await him, but can Clint conclude his
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quest before his eyes fail him for good? It's the aged
avenging archer as you've never seen him before! COLLECTING:
OLD MAN HAWKEYE (2018) 1-12
Collects Dead Man Logan #1-6. The writing’s on the wall: Old
Man Logan is dying. Sick from the Adamantium coating his
skeleton, Logan’s search for a cure has led to nothing but
dead ends. But for once, he’s actually trying to leave this
world with some unfinished business. Can Logan take his last
breath without slaughtering the X-Men again? Not if Mysterio
has anything to say about it! The villain means to set in
motion the mutant massacre at the crux of Old Man Logan’s
apocalyptic future timeline. But is someone pulling
Mysterio’s strings? The master of illusion’s newest
benefactors will surprise you and Logan! Plus: The return of
Logan’s sharpshooting friend from the future, Hawkeye! And a
special appearance by your least favorite X-Man!
LOGAN: THE HUNTED! It's a showdown in the Savage Land! Will
Logan be able to outwit Kraven, Marvel's greatest hunter?
And what's behind Kraven's obsession with killing Logan?
With unrelenting death around every corner, rock, mountain
and tree, how long can the tired old Logan keep this up?
COLLECTING: OLD MAN LOGAN 41-46
Old Man Logan Vol. 0 - Warzones!
Old Man Logan
The Complete Collection Volume 1
Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 10
Old Man Logan Vol. 10 - End Of The World
Old Man Logan Vol. 5 Past Lives
Collects Old Man Logan #25-30. Old Man Logan is confronted
by an enemy from his past! And since his past is a dystopian
future, you know this won’t be good — but it can’t get any
worse than the Maestro! Determined not to let history repeat
itself at the hands of the Hulk’s nightmarish future self,
Logan takes matters into his own hands and hunts down the
Hulk Gang! But they’re not the only familiar faces around:
The man who was Wolverine will need an old friend’s help if
he wants to stay on his enemies’ trail. And with Maestro
applying his cunning intellect to the next devastating step
of his plan, brute force isn’t the only weapon Logan has to
worry about. Things are about to get angry!
WolverineOld Man Logan Vol. 0 - Warzones!Marvel
EntertainmentWolverine: Old Man LoganMarvel
The unusual suspects! Stolen goods, a torched ship and a
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missing sword. Wolverine is on the case -- but what mind
game is Solem playing? Plus, Logan is about to come face to
face with Arakkii pirate crimelord Sevyr Blackmore! But will
their fight lead Wolverine to the clues he needs to catch
Solem, or will it be the distraction that puts Logan right
where the manipulative mutant wants him? The game approaches
its end -- but as far as Solem is concerned, that's just an
excuse to change the rules. Can you figure out the answer to
the mystery before Wolverine does? COLLECTING: Wolverine
(2020) 14-19
New York's new mayor, Wilson Fisk, has banned vigilantes
from the Big Apple! But Logan may have information that can
take the Kingpin down! Fisk won't go down without a fight,
though - now that he's acquired political power, he'll do
anything to hang on to it! Which means that, even as Logan
hunts down the Kingpin's biographer hoping to get dirt on
the big man, he himself is being targeted by...Bullseye!
Prepare for a knock-down drag-out fi ght in the classic
Marvel manner, pitting the best there is against the man who
never misses in a bloody battle across Manhattan! Someone's
going to die! But...who?! COLLECTING: OLD MAN LOGAN 36-40
Wolverine by Benjamin Percy Vol. 3
King Thor
Old Man Hawkeye Vol. 2
Old Man Logan Vol. 6 - Days Of Anger
Past Lives
The Hunter and the Hunted
Fifty years from now, Logan - the man who no longer calls himself Wolverine - will have
endured many atrocities: The Marvel Universe's villains will have banded together and rid the
world of its heroes. Logan's closest friend, Hawkeye, will have been murdered in cold blood
right before his eyes. And driven mad by the same radiation that gave him his superhuman
strength, Bruce Banner will have fathered a family of hillbilly Hulks...that eventually went on to
slaughter Logan's wife and two children. But now, in the present, Old Man Logan wakes up to
discover himself in a world before these atrocities, before the Wasteland. And he's going to
seize this opportunity and change history to ensure that his future never comes to pass...
COLLECTING: OLD MAN LOGAN 1-6
Collects Avengers Of The Wastelands (2020) 1-5. A new story from the world of OLD MAN
LOGAN! In a future where Americaʼs super heroes fell at the Red Skullʼs hands over 50 years
ago, a new force rises in the Wastelands! Dani Cage wields mighty Mjolnir for the cause of
peace, but the Avengers may assemble once more when Doctor Doomʼs brutal regime forces
Dwight ̶ the owner of the surviving Ant-Man technology ̶ together with Dani and Hulk Jr. in
a last-ditch effort to survive! Can they succeed where Logan left off? And what does Captain
Americaʼs return herald for the team? The Wastelands are filled with terrors: Baron Blood and
his legion of vampires! The Green Goblin! The Enchantress and the Absorbing Man! But none
are worse than Doom, and these neophyte Avengers are about to learn that the hard way!
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Collects Old Man Quill #1-6. Peter Quill finally grew up. He used to be Star-Lord, but it's been
some time since he's gone by that name. Taking over for his father as the emperor of Spartax,
Quill put a life of spacefaring adventure behind him for one of leadership and responsibility. But
things didn't go as planned. Decades have passed, and Peter is haunted by tragedy. Down
and out, his existence means nothing - until the former Guardians of the Galaxy drag him out
of his funk for one last mission! The heist of a lifetime - and Quill's harrowing last shot at
redemption - takes him back to a transformed Earth. But the Wastelands are a dangerous
place, with Gladiator and the Universal Church of Truth closing in! And the shadow of Doom
hangs over the Guardians' every move.
Collects Old Man Logan #25-30 Black and White. Featuring Mike Deodato Jr. s savage
artwork in glorious black and white! Old Man Logan is confronted by an enemy from his past!
And since his past is a dystopian future, you know this won t be good
but it can t get any
worse than the Maestro! Determined not to let history repeat itself at the hands of the Hulk s
nightmarish future self, Logan takes matters into his own hands and hunts down the Hulk
Gang! But they re not the only familiar faces around: The man who was Wolverine will need
an old friend s help if he wants to stay on his enemies trail. And with Maestro applying his
cunning intellect to the next devastating step of his plan, brute force isn t the only weapon
Logan has to worry about. Things are about to get angry!
Dead Man Logan: the Complete Collection
Old Man Hawkeye Vol. 1
Wolverine
Deadpool Vs. Old Man Logan
Nobody's Fault But Mine
Total Sell Out

Total Sell Out
Collecting Old Man Hawkeye #1-6. Return to the wastelands of the
dystopian classic Old Man Logan in a new story set five years
before the original epic! The super heroes have fallen. The
villains have divided up the country. Yet Clint Barton still
lives! But the sharpshooter is going blind. With time running
short, theres one last thing he wants to see: revenge for his
fallen comrades-in-arms. And hes setting what sights he has
left on some fearsome foes. First, Hawkeye must relive his
carnival days as he hunts a former ally in Murderworld! Then,
times up for Abe Jenkins, formerly known as the Beetle! But
while Hawkeye hunts, another lethal marksman has his own
targets: Bullseye! Plus: The Red Skull and the multiplying
menace of the Madrox Venoms! Its the Avenging Archer as youve
never seen him before!
Old Man Logan is confronted by an enemy from his past! And,
since his past is a dystopian future, you know this won't be
good...but it can't get any worse than the Maestro! Determined
not to let history repeat itself at the hands of the Hulk's
nightmarish future self, Logan takes matters into his own hands
- and hunts down the Hulk Gang?! But they're not the only
familiar faces around - the man who was Wolverine will need the
help of an old friend if he wants to stay on the trail of his
enemies. And with Maestro applying his cunning intellect to the
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next devastating step of his plan, brute force isn't the only
weapon Logan has to worry about. Things are about to get angry!
COLLECTING: OLD MAN LOGAN 25-30
Collects Old Man Logan #9-13. Logan is an Old Man on a mission!
Given a second chance, hes determined to put right what went
wrong in the reality he knew: the night the villains joined
forces and overcame the worlds heroes, changing his life
forever. Logan lost his friends and his purpose; all that was
left was the Wasteland. Now hes back in the past, but Logans
bid to defy destiny is about to land him in trouble  deep
trouble. If he can dig his way out, hell face the Silent Order
 a group of warrior monks so deadly hell need Lady
Deathstrikes help to have any chance against them! But as Logan
struggles to change the future, his greatest adversary may prove
to be his own past!
To Kill For
The Underwater Welder
Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 2
The Whole World Blind
Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 8
Old Man Logan Vol. 8 - To Kill For

Pressure. As an underwater welder on an oilrig off the coast
of Nova Scotia, Jack Joseph is used to the immense pressures
of deep-sea work. Nothing, however, could prepare him for
the pressures of impending fatherhood. As Jack dives deeper
and deeper, he seems to pull further and further away from
his young wife, and their unborn son. But then, something
happens deep on the ocean floor. Jack has a strange and mindbending encounter that will change the course of his life
forever. ... Equal parts blue-collar character study and
mind-bending science fiction epic, The Underwater Welder is
a 250-page graphic novel that explores fathers and sons,
birth and death, memory and truth, and treasures we all bury
deep down inside.
When a mysterious unidentified flying object crash-lands in
the Yukon, Old Man Logan is called to investigate! What lies
within? What does it want with Logan? The Marvel Universe's
newest alien menace is on the loose and ready to start a
rampage...beware the creature from the blackness of space!
Plus, Logan's declining health takes a turn for the
worse...how much more can the old man's healing factor take
before even he must succumb to the inevitable? COLLECTING:
OLD MAN LOGAN 46-50, OLD MAN LOGAN ANNUAL
Collecting Old Man Logan (2016) #46-50 and Annual #1. When a
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mysterious unidentified flying object crash-lands in the
Yukon, Old Man Logan is called to investigate! What lies
within? What does it want with Logan? The Marvel Universe’s
newest alien menace is on the loose and ready to start a
rampage — beware the creature from the blackness of space!
Then, Logan’s declining health takes a turn for the worse —
which is especially bad timing when the Maestro returns!
It’s a Wolverine vs. Hulk fight like you’ve never seen
before! If his golden years are going to be cut short, you
can count on Logan to rage against the dying of the light!
Plus: Return to the Wastelands in a brutal tale that reveals
what became of the Punisher in Logan’s future past!
The landscape of the Marvel Universe is changing, and it's
time to choose: Whose side are you on? A conflict has been
brewing, threatening to pit friend against friend, brother
against brother - and all it will take is a single misstep
to cost thousands their lives and ignite the fuse! As the
war claims its first victims, no one is safe as teams,
friendships and families begin to fall apart. The crossover
that rewrites the rules, Civil War stars Spider-Man, the New
Avengers, the Fantastic Four, the X-Men and the entirety of
the Marvel pantheon! Collects Civil War (2006) #1-7.
Civil War
Avengers Of The Wastelands
Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 5
Old Man Logan Vol. 6 - Days Of Anger Black And White
Old Man Logan Vol. 1 - Berzerker
Days of Anger
Collecting Old Man Hawkeye #7-12. Witness the fall of the super heroes! An aging Clint Barton has
been on a mission to hunt down the Thunderbolts who betrayed him — now see exactly what happened
on that fateful date 45 years ago, in all of its bloody detail! Then, Hawkeye and Hawkeye are together
again! But as Clint and Kate Bishop make their way across the Wastelands, what will their
confrontation with Songbird reveal? Meanwhile, the Red Skull’s secret weapon is unleashed — and it’s
none other than the Winter Soldier! And then, it’s the moment you’ve been waiting for: Hawkeye vs.
Bullseye! But with Clint’s sight deteriorating, what chance does he have against the marksman who
never misses? Plus: Moonstone, Baron Zemo and the Weapon X facility! Can Clint reach the end of his
quest before his eyes fail him for good?
Nine months of the year, the desolate town of Killhorn Falls, Canada is cut off from the rest of the
world. Cold and dark, visitors are a rarity. So when the time-displaced Old Man Logan comes to town
on a mission, people take notice...especially people who have a bone to pick with the former Wolverine.
With no way to escape, can Logan protect the people of Killhorn Falls and save his own skin...while
safeguarding the only thing in the present that he hopes will survive to meet him in the future?
COLLECTING: Old Man Logan 5-8, Uncanny X-Men 205
Collects Old Man Logan (2016) #41-45. Old Man Logan is hunted by Kraven! It’s a savage showdown
in the Savage Land! Logan is wounded and on the run. But with unrelenting death around every corner,
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rock, mountain and tree, how long can the tired old man keep this up? And what’s behind Kraven’s
obsession with killing Logan? Then, as if one classic Marvel foe weren’t deadly enough, two is even
worse — because here comes Bullseye! The lethal marksman who never misses is back, with a score or
twenty to settle and Logan finds himself with a target on his back once again! The man who was
Wolverine just wants to put a stop to Bullseye’s killing spree — but the mysterious Shadow Tracer is
gunning for both of them! This won’t end well for anyone!
A failure from the past haunts Logan - and to correct his mistakes, he'll need magical assistance! But
when he faces opposition, the man who was once Wolverine will turn to an unlikely - and potentially
treacherous - ally! Will an encounter with the young Spider-Man, Miles Morales, convince Logan to
alter his path? Or will a time-torn trip through his past lives - from his youth in the 1800s, to his first
encounter with the Hulk, to his stint with the X-Men - derail Logan's mission completely? Spiraling
through his own living memories, and forced to relive moments both poignant and painful, will Logan be
tempted to try to put right what once went wrong? And what will the consequences be? COLLECTING:
OLD MAN LOGAN 19-24
Welcome Back, Logan
Wolverine - Old man Logan
Marvel Zombies
End of the World
Wolverine: Enemy of the State
Dead Man Logan Vol. 1
Collects King Thor (2019) #1-4. One last ride with the almighty lord of Asgard! Jason Aaron
reunites with Esad Ribi? to conclude the epic saga they began in THOR: GOD OF THUNDER!
Seven years ago, Aaron and Ribi? introduced the Thor of the far future — All-Father of a broken
realm and a dying universe — as he stood in battle against Gorr, the Butcher of Gods, wielder of
All-Black the Necrosword. But now that nefarious blade has returned, in the hands of Thor’s alltime-greatest enemy: his adopted brother, Loki! It’s time for one final, cataclysmic showdown —
but even worse is still to come as the ultimate end of all things grows near! A who’s who of
Aaron’s past THOR collaborators, along with a few surprise guests, stop by to bring down the
curtain on a glorious era in thunderous style!
Wolverine has long been the X-Men's most dangerous member - but now, this deadly living
weapon has switched sides! Defeated by the Gorgon and brainwashed by Hydra and the
Hand, Wolverine has become an agent of the ruthless ninja clan - slicing and dicing his way
through S.H.I.E.L.D., the Fantastic Four and the X-Men! And his former friends and teammates
will pay a very high price to subdue him. As Hydra picks off superhumans one by one and the
X-Men mourn a fallen friend, S.H.I.E.L.D. works feverishly to deprogram Wolverine. Can he be
turned against his former masters in time to prevent worldwide death and destruction? Prepare
for death and destruction as only modern masters Mark Millar and John Romita Jr. can deliver!
Plus: A haunting tale of World War II, illustrated by Kaare Andrews! COLLECTING:
WOLVERINE (2003) 20-32
Collects Dead Man Logan #7-12. Enter the Wastelands! While Logan was in the Marvel
Universe, the world he left behind fell even further into Armageddon! Back when Logan
slaughtered the Hulk Gang, he spared its youngest member. But now every burnout, sporto
and motorhead in the Wastelands wants the kid — the last real Hulk — dead…or under their
control! One more enemy Logan did slay was the feral, cannibalistic animal once called Victor
Creed, better known as Sabretooth. But nothing tends to stay dead out here, except the ones
you love. Prepare for one of the bitterest rivalries in comics to be renewed in bloody fashion as
the end draws near.
Collects Spider-Man (1990) #1-14, 16; X-Force (1991) #4. The book that transformed comics!
Todd McFarlane became a superstar illustrating AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, but he changed the
industry forever with his next project: the “adjectiveless” SPIDER-MAN! Taking on both writing
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and art duties, McFarlane ushered Peter Parker into a gritty new era — and it began with
“Torment”! When the Big Apple’s streets run red with blood, the web-slinger heads into the
sewers to stop the Lizard’s homicidal rampage. But what is driving his old friend and foe? Plus:
Ghost Rider lends a bony hand when the deranged Hobgoblin returns, the wall-crawler finds
himself at the center of a clash of claws between Wolverine and Wendigo and Pete goes back
in black to face Morbius the Living Vampire! And in the ultimate nineties team-up, Spidey joins
X-Force to battle the unstoppable Juggernaut!
Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 6
Bordertown
The Complete Collection
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